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 Use empirical "Hardship Index" that uses census data to assess the quality
of living in individual Chicago neighborhoods communities
 
Compare this data with CTA rail locations, to determine equity and access
Consider transit access as it relates to other impacts, such as public health
Examine the potential economic and social equity
impact from projects that improve & expand
public transit, focusing on the Chicago "L" rail
system
Research Question
1.6 million weekday riders
81% of public transit service in the Chicago metro area
 





2nd largest public transportation network
in America
The Chicago Transit Authority
Funding not derived from
stakeholders
 Riders ≠ Decision Makers 
Ridership decreases despite
massive public transport funding
Missed transit equality
Investment in suburban transit > City
transit
Areas in need do not receive funding
Literature Review
Funds Sourcing Disenfranchisement





Higher usage of public transit linked
to lower rates of obesity
Encouraging access/use of public
transit could have positive public
health affects
Cost-saving externalities that
accompany public transit spending
Benefits of new infrastructure
$2.3 Billion Red Line expansion: how
Chicago may economically benefit
Our Data
For demographic data from 1930 to 2000, US
Census Surveys conducted in the Chicagoland
area.
For more recent demographic data, American
Community Survey conducted by the US Census
Bureau.
For CTA stop information, Google Maps.
The Sources:
Number of Foreign/U.S. Born Individuals




Number of Residents Below the Poverty
Level
Median Household Income Adjusted to
2018 Inflation
CTA L Train Stops* in Every
Neighborhood
Variables for 77 Chicago
Community Areas (CCAs):
Our Methods
To Calculate the Hardship Index:
Four Percentages & One Income Figure
Standardization Equation
X = (Y-Ymin) / (Ymax - Ymin) * 100
Average All Five Factors to Find Hardship Index for
each Time Interval & CCA
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient
Time Series Analysis with L Projects





To Count the Number of L Stops in a CCA:
Use Google Maps to Define CCA Boundaries
Count the Number of Stops* in the CCA
Table 1  Average Hardship Index by Number of Neighborhood Stops
Note: 







Table 2 Change in Hardship Index Linked with Major CTA Projects
Table 3 Changes in Hardship Index for 3 Major Community Developments
Discussion & Interpretation
Number of stops & impact on hardship data
Strong relationship between more stops and hardship index; a few skewed data points
Specific projects' impact; relate to individual neighborhoods affected 
Macroeconomic Impact of
Investment
Potential fiscal benefits of infrastructure
investments
Chicago & Greater US GDP
APTA Economic Impact Of Public
Transportation Investment report
Conclusions & Recommendations
Strong connection between existing CTA access &
decreasing hardship index 
Data is mixed for the impact on all of Chicago, but 
 strong correlations for projects affecting specific
neighborhoods
Red Line expansion/improvement is worth the
investment
Public policy impact of hardship index
Focus on those neighborhoods with high index that
would most benefit from public transit access
Thank You!
Any Questions?
